HOW TO GUIDE

GROW A
FUTURE
PROOF
BUSINESS
FROM THE CHANGE SHED

BUILD

A

SUPER

SCALABLE

To scale quickly and
grow a future proof
business you need
systematic changes
across several
dimensions.
There are numerous
benefits to you and your
business when you use this
kind of approach:
Makes your company a
great place to work
Raises your valuation

BUSINESS

Helps you to become
hyper-productive
Drives great financial
results
Raises your competitive
edge
Makes you more
attractive to talent,
customers and investors
Gives you direction to
control your business
growth.
For something that has
such incredible benefits,
why leave it to chance?
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GROW
THAT

A

BUSINESSS

EXCITES

A future proof business is
one which will soar,
whatever the conditions
that surround it!
It has several
characteristics - clear
direction, strong
processes, skilled teams,
balanced products,
managed prospects, loyal
customers, and healthy
financials.
These are the elements of
fast growing, fun, and
valuable businesses.

YOU

!

These are the things that
reduce uncertainty and
make business more
enjoyable. And when
business is enjoyable, it
brings out the best in us,
and our teams,
attracting even better
people to work with us.
The following pages
illustrate the Ready?
Plan. Grow! systematic
approach to business
growth and the steps
you should consider to
scale-up & future proof.
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READY

?

PLAN

We have created a 3-step
approach and all of the
tools to help your
business grow, to be
more valuable, more
enjoyable and more
future proof. It’s called
Ready? Plan. Grow!
We have developed this
over several decades
working as consultants
and coaches on culture,
change, and growth.
It is a systematic
approach to growth,
based on two
fundamental truths...

.

GROW

!

Firstly, to scale quickly
and effectively you have
to look at your whole
business system.
Focussing on just one
angle may lead you to
drop the ball in a
different area, or to
prioritise the wrong
things, wasting time &
money.
Secondly, identify the
critical chains in your
business. Focus your
improvements where
they will lead to
compound gains & much
better results overall.
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MAP

YOUR

GROWTH
GAPS

Use our "Growth Map" diagnostic to get an idea where
your key growth gaps are. This survey will give you a
good idea on where to focus.

Alternatively, for a quick assessment ask yourself these
questions, scoring each out of 10.
Does your business have a clear shared purpose?
Are your people enabling growth?
Do your processes/systems support growth?
Does your product/service portfolio naturally
encourage more sales?
Are you looking after your prospects and turning them
into customers at a good rate?
Do you use sales funnel thinking?
Are you turning your customers into advocates to
enhance your financial results?
Are you strong across all areas? Where are your biggest
gaps?
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CREATE

A

GROWTH
PLAN

There are several approaches to creating a growth plan the exact approach will depend on your growth gaps.
However, a great place to start is the business model
canvass - an internet search will reveal numerous free
templates - it will help you to create a view of your business
model, which you can turn into a "plan on a page."
Here's an illustration from an early version of my business.

Alternatively there are some fantastic "drag and drop"
planning tools available like ASANA and "kanban" style card
systems - Trello being my absolute favourite!
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GROW

YOUR

BUSINESS

Now is the time to take action. A useful tool to help you
prioritse your activities is the Ease-Impact matrix. Plot all
of the main actions you have identified to deliver your
growth plan according to how easy they are and how
much impact they will have on your growth. Focus your
efforts on the upper half of the picture!

*

At The Change Shed we combine consultancy to drive
progress, with coaching to keep our clients accountable, and
we do it through modular consultancy sprints. This ensures
that progress is quick, but also manageable.
*A note on "Snacking" - it's easy to do, it can feel rewarding,
but it isn't usually helpful to achieiving your goals!
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TWELVE

&

GROWTH

TIPS

TECHNIQUES

OK. So it isn't always easy
to make a start. That's
why we compiled a series
of our favourite tips for
future proof growth.

combined effect - these are
simply tips in each key
dimension.

In the pages that follow
you will find some tips
across each of the 7
enablers and drivers in
our Ready? Plan. Grow!
model.

1. Vivid vision
2. Purpose
3. Customer journey
4. Core process efficiency
5. Sales skills
6. Behaviour and growth
7. Product ecosystem
8. Minimum viable product
9. Customers as fans
10. Nurture process
11. Conversion rate
12. The critical chain

Remember, you need to
look at your whole
business - typically
tackling several things in
succession for a

These tips cover:
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VIVID

VISION

Vivid Vision is an approach coined by Cameron
Herold in several excellent business books. It refers
to the idea of having a very rich, detailed, "vivid"
depiction of your future. In his book "Double
Double" Cameron claims this is the key to doubling
iyour revenue and profit in 3 years or less.
Brian Scudamore, a colleague of Herold and founder of several
successful multi-national start-ups, wrote, "In a study of 183
entrepreneurs (average revenue: $2.5 million), the average
growth of companies with a vision was more than double than
the companies without a vision."
A vivid vision is a very rich and quite detailed description of the
milestones you wish to achieve in your business over a three
year horizon. Its goal is to describe, in sufficient detail a picture
of what you intend to do and deliver against the 6 to 12 key
dimensions that really matter for your business.
For one of my clients their dimensions included:
Funding - Milestones & targets for funding rounds
Activities - Core activities
Financials - Revenue targets, number & type of account
Tech Assets - Key technology assets we will build
Press/External View - What externals are saying
Marketing & Brand - Marketing (incl. PR & Awards)
Customers - How we will interact with customers
Headcount and locations - How many people, where
IP Assets - The key intellectual property we will protect
R&D - The focus areas for research and development
Comms - How we stay connected & communicate
Environment - What our physical environment will be.
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VIVID
Con

VISION

tinued

Steps
A brilliant way to brainstorm your vivid vision is
using sticky notes and an "orbit chart". This is a
series of three concentric circles. Year 1 in the
middle, year 2 next out and year 3 at the outer edge.
Each dimension like the examples above, is charted in "sticky
notes", along a clock hand from the centre out. Or working
digitally, just take each dimension in turn, using a virtual
whiteboard.
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PURPOSE
You are trying to build a sentence from the
structure "To - So That - Because". Once you have
created this sentence by thinking through the
three components, you will formulate clear ideas
on your purpose as a business, even if the end
result doesn't exactly follow this format.
Steps
You should brainstorm as many alternatives for each part of
this sentence as you can.
To [the thing that you do] so that [the results you get]
because [the reason why]. Note this technique has been
influenced by reading Simon Sinek's business books.
Examples
To help innovative businesses to collaborate, so that they
can share ideas and resources, because more than 70% of
new ideas come from outside-in thinking.
To work with parents, to find realistic solutions to their
babies' sleep difficulties so that they feel confident to make
changes, because every parent-child relationship should be
free from the anguish of sleep disturbances.
Tips!
The "To" statements will be the things you do really well,
better than your competition, the things that your
customers value the most. "So that" should be about
results, the impacts we achieve that change our customers'
lives, that make you particularly proud. "Because" will
include the fundamental things that we believe about our
business, and our guiding philosophies that affect the way
we do things. Don't be constrained at this stage by the stuff
you already have written down!
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CUSTOMER
JOURNEY
Your customers “take a walk through your
processes”. If your process isn’t working, then your
customers fall over! This can lead to a negative
experience and lost trade and reputation.
Steps
1. Map your customer journeys by writing down the steps
they go through in interacting with your organisation.
2. Prioritise these journeys – this might be by volume of
interaction, the volume of business done or some other
criteria, like “this is a high priority because this is where
we see the most problems.”
3. For your priority journey, identify the 5 to 10 key
touchpoints with your customer. These are the moments
when you interact and they experience your
product/service (from answering a call, to making an
appointment, to providing a specific face to face service,
to delivering a product.)
4. For each touch point decide whether the touchpoint is
working well, or could be improved.
5. Check that the overall process flows, by “walking the
process”. Check your process as a customer would
experience every step, even the steps they don’t see.
6. Make the improvements and monitor your results.
Tips!
Walk the processes your customer experiences and identify
where to improve. Do this physically if there is a flow of
product and activity to follow, or virtually if you are a
service business. One of my colleagues from a previous job
used to say, "Staple yourself to the customer!"
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CORE

PROCESS

EFFICIENCY
Your operational business processes have a big
impact on your internal efficiency. Therefore, they
affect your costs and ultimately the amount of
profit that you make.
Steps
Identify the improvement opportunities in your business
processes.
1. Map your operational processes by drawing the steps out
on a big wall or roll of paper.
2. Indicate activities, decisions, who is involved, and show
any documents or systems used.
3. Identify and make improvements by asking these
questions:
a. Why are we doing that activity? Is there a good reason?
b. Are we holding more stock or inventory than we
require?
c. Is there unnecessary movement in our processes (e.g.
transferring products and information?)
d. Can we reduce the number of hand-offs when someone
else is asked to input?
e. Do we spend time waiting for something to happen?
Could this be sped up or eliminated?
f. Are activities duplicated? Can they occur just once?
g. Do we spend time on rework? Would simple changes
reduce errors, or stop them happening in the first
place?
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SALES

SKILLS

Can all your people sell your products and services?
Everyone of your employees is a potential sales
person whether they interact directly, or indirectly
with your prospects and customers.
1. Educate your whole team on the “pains” your
products/services address, and the “gains” that they
deliver.
2. Use simple tools, like short scripts, to help individuals
field incoming enquiries, and relay critical information
about your business, and the benefits you provide.
3. Talk to your whole team about how they can demonstrate
your unique culture in customer interactions. Think about
First Direct bank for example, and how this has helped to
give them “uniqueness”.
4. For any new query or interaction, encourage your whole
team to ask how the individual learned of your business.
This is valuable information to help you tune your
marketing.
5. Understand what might make your employees
uncomfortable, or feeel like a knowledge gapps for them,
when promoting your business. Provide tools and training
to address these issues.
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BEHAVIOUR

AND

GROWTH
Do you know how behaviour affects growth? To
adapt a famous phrase, your customers may
forget what you said, but they will always
remember how you made them feel!
The way in which you and your colleagues behave, affects
your ability to grow. Your behaviour with each other, with
your customers, your suppliers and other partners, will
determine your culture.
Check your behaviours, they could be making a big
difference, either positively or negatively.
Steps
1. It is important that your behaviours match your values.
For example, if one of your values is “customer service”
and yet you incentivise people to deal with customers
quickly, you may drive speed (and hand-offs rather than
resolution) over service.
2. To create target behaviours, decide on both the rational
reasons and the emotional reasons to behave in a certain
way. People will need to hear both, but will generally
listen to the emotional reasons more readily.
3. Decide what good looks like. What will we see and hear
when we have established new behaviours? What will
people do differently?
4. In all of your interactions with other people, your
behaviour is key, because while people will forget what
you have said, they will remember how you made them
feel!
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PRODUCT
ECOSYSTEM
Do you have a balanced suite of products? It is
important that you have an “ecosystem” of
products. Author and entrepreneur Daniel Priestly
describes this as an ascending transaction
mechanism (ATM) which encourages prospects to
know like and trust you over time, before committing to a
purchase.
Steps
The following steps are influenced by Daniel Priestley’s book 24 Assets. Credit where credit is due, it is an excellent read for
anyone seeking to scale up a growing business.
Your ATM should include these four types of product/service:
1. Gifts - these are items of value, recommendations, white
papers, articles, “how to” guides, short surveys and so on
that you give away for free, but without asking for anything
even contact details in return.
2. Products for Prospects’ information which could be similar,
perhaps more involved products than gifts, but for which
you request the prospect’s details and their consent to
market to them later.
3. Core products - your main revenue earners. For a Florist this
would be the flowers they sold.
4. Extension products - products that address the client's
ongoing wants and desires. If you bought the flowers, you
might now pay an extension for a booklet on how to arrange
the flowers for example. For a core product of a car seller the vehicle - the extension might be a service and
maintenance package.
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MINIMUM

VIABLE

PRODUCT
Early feedback on new products/services can tune
up your new offering before you invest too much
in its development. The interaction with prospects
can also create future customers.
Steps
Seek early feedback on new products and services and
employ “lean start-up thinking.” One of the main goals is to
identify and test any assumptions you are making.
sometimes these can be "fatal assumptions" e.g. you
assume demand for a product, where actually none exists
(think Sinclair C5!)
1. Lean start-up thinking (Eric Ries) says if you are creating
new products or services, create a “minimum viable
product” (MVP) and test it with some representative
prospects and customers.
2. This should be the minimum required to sufficiently test
your product - so it could be anything from a drawing to a
fully developed prototype. It needs to be the minimum to
meet your prospects expectations of something they
could “test out”.
3. Be prepared to test and then change quickly and
iteratively - to pivot if necessary.
4. Use Build-Measure-Learn cycles. Build your MVP, test it
with prospects, measure the response, learn from it and
make changes, then repeat the process iteratively to get
to a sustainable product/service.
5. Consider “split-testing” to decide if a new feature is
effective. For example develop two MVPs - one with a new
feature, one without. See which one draws the most
interest!
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NURTURE

PROCESS

Do you have a plan to maintain prospect contact?
The exact numbers vary, but studies show that it
takes several "touches" to generate a viable sales
lead. The numbers often quoted seem to vary
anywhere between 6 and 8 touches. According to
clickfunnels.com:
87% of consumers choose to do business with vendors
who provide valuable content at all stages of the buying
process
63% of consumers need to hear a company’s value
proposition(s) 3-5 times before they trust these claims
Nurtured leads make 47% larger purchases than nonnurtured prospects
Steps
1. Plan activities to systematically maintain contact with
your prospects.
2. Your plan should include a number of different
interactions from initial awareness, through educating
them to understand your product/service benefits,
through providing evidence for your advantages over
other suppliers.
3. Depending on the size and scale of your business, and
whether you have high or low volumes of prospects, you
may need to partially automate your prospect nurturing
process.
4. If you automate, then make sure you test thoroughly for
all eventualities.
5. There are many free and “freemium” software tools to
help with automation of posting to various platforms and
managing subsequent prospect interactions.
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CUSTOMERS

AS

FANS
Are you caring enough for your customers? We all
know that replacing customers, is much more
costly than retaining them. But are we looking
after the customers we have?
Wow your customers or expect them to walk away! The
biggest reason that customers leave is because they don’t
believe you care. In fact nearly 70% of leaving customers
name this as the issue. Customers who are merely satisfied,
will not become advocates for your products or services.
They expect to be satisfied - it is their minimum
requirement.
Steps
1. Draw three large concentric rings on a flipchart.
2. Label the centre “Basic” the next ring “Expected” and the
outer ring “Wow.”
3. Now brainstorm (ideally with your team) the aspects of
your product/service that are:
a. Basic. These must be in place from the customer's
perspective.
b. Expected. The things any customer would expect as
standard.
c. Wow. The things that could set you apart by delighting
your customers.
4. Ensure that you are doing the first two rings well.
5. Look at how you can build the “Wow” factors in to
differentiate your business. It’s an overused phrase but
this is where you can show you really care.
6. Review regularly. Yesterday’s Wow is tomorrow’s
Expected!
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CONVERSION

RATE

Do you understand your conversion rate? Your
conversion rate is the number of leads who buy,
divided by the number who enquired. So if you
have 1000 enquiries leading to 100 discrete sales,
your conversion rate is 10%.
Steps
Understand your conversion rate and the factors that
influence it.
What steps are you taking to improve your conversion rate?
Consider the following possible strategies:
1. Reduce buyer risk by offering guarantees, money back
offers and so on.
2. Ensure you have strong reasons for customers to buy use testimonials, ratings engines like Tripadvisor, Trust
Pilot etc (and always respond to feedback).
3. Offer alternative, easy to use feedback channels to
ratings sites as well - particularly if you are early in
product development. This is so that a simple bug fix for
example, does not become a Google 1-start rating for
what would have been an otherwise satisfied customer.
4. Use a CRM system to track your prospects to leads to
customers (and give you easy access to the numbers).
5. Sell based on quantified benefits - i.e. the kind of results
your achieve for other, similar customers.
6. Ensure your marketing efforts are traceable so you can
understand which efforts are most effective e.g. use
different email addresses to track responses to different
campaigns.
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THE

CRITICAL

CHAIN
The critical chain is a way of looking at
the "back end" of your customer
journey. The process and steps from a
prospect becoming interested to
buying your product or service.
This brings together activities across "nurture" "customers
as fans" and "conversion rate" from above. It can be viewed
as a critical chain of activities something like this:
ATTRACT LEADS >
CAPTURE LEADS >
NURTURE PROSPECTS >
CONVERT SALES >
DELIVER AND SATISFY >
UPSELL CUSTOMERS >
GET REFERRALS
See https://youtu.be/8YVnFGJ92Qo for an excellent video.
The exact stages will depend on your business model, but
the key thing to note is that here there are seven stages and
therefore seven opportunities to improve. And 7 X 10%
improvements compounded together = a 95% improvement!
Steps
1. Define your critical chain.
2. Look at where you can automate the steps.
3. Attempt to work out your rate at each step, i.e. how many
"customers" pass from one stage to the next.
4. Consider where you can make small improvements across
the whole chain, and/or where you can have the biggest
impact e.g. getting more customers to refer you on.
5. Implement changes and track the results.
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Hope you
found this
useful
ALL

THE

BEST,

PAUL

We are always delighted to discuss your ideas and
questions. Please get in touch!

Hello@thechangeshed.com
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